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   Architecture design depends heavily on critical thinking and on the collection 
and process of thoughts and ideas, educationally I would like to learn how to 
understand architecture from different view points on developing and creating 
architecture.  Professionally I would like to practice architecture in a way that 
enhances the way one experiences a space by letting the architecture create a 
new reading of forms, spaces, and surroundings all working together in a well 
thought out design that is comfortable to exhibit.
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Above- The figure ground is an introductory project 
to architecture design.



Kit of Parts spring 2011

The Kit of Parts project is a architectonic composition that explores structure, balance, and 
rhythm through a set of lines, planes, and shapes.  
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Frozen Music spring 2011

Inspired by Charlie Parker’s bebop recording “Koko” the design interprets the free spirit 
of jazz improvisation into playful forms that create spaces that mimic the feelings the 
song presents at the introduction, body, bridges, and ending.
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Atrium summer 2011

The Atrium is built on a vacant site between two buildings, adjacent to the 
buildings are streets that have a ten foot elevation difference to one another.  
The atrium will serve as both a gathering place and as circulation to both 
street and buildings.  The ground plane correlates to the sculptural inclosure 
by creating circulation paths that follow the forms above.
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Bus Stop fall 2011

Focused on structure the bus stop design is composed using a hierarchy of 
primary, secondary, and tertiary structural members that work together to 
prevent instability and lateral movement, transfer loads, and create enclosure.
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Top- The concept of the design superimposes the 
illusion of perspective by implied lines that appear to 
meet at one point.

Bottom left- Finalized sketch of bus stop
Bottom right- The primary structure of the bus stop 
tapers towards the overhang requiring less material 
and less load transfer.  
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Train Station fall 2011

Exploring the idea of movement represented in static forms the inspiration of the design came from a futurist painting by 
Joseph Stella entitled “Brooklyn Bridge”.  To achieve movement ribbon shaped forms taper in and out for both structural 
and aesthetic purposes.
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Top- Concept Sketch that generated the composition Bottom left- Extracted lines from painting generated 
ideas such as ribbon forms that taper out into footings
Bottom right- Sketch of the finalized design
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Concert Hall fall 2011

Exploring building program as a way to design architecture, the concert 
hall design focuses on the rationality of program location to one another 
such as creating both public and private spaces, the blending of programs, 
and location in accordance to circulation paths.

- Mass Model
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Top left- Primary idea sketch of circulation paths of 
vehicles and pedestrians on the site.
Top right- Organization of program layout in section 
sketch

Bottom left- Sketch model separating at different levels
Bottom right- Sketch that determined the arrange-
ment of seating
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Wooden Screen fall 2011

The wooden screen project was a group assignment that’s objective was to create a barrier 
between the public and existing air conditioning units.  My role in the assignment was to 
create  a connection system that required no fasteners or nails.  The connection would act as 
part of the design by becoming one of the many holes on the facade.
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Cubist Drummer
The cubism composition is of a drummer performing 
his solo.  By Using the medium of three tones of char-
coal on bristol board, it was possible to blend shapes 
together creating movement in the composition.
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